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This paper presents a computational analysis of the difference between the values of
the self parameters (resistance, inductance and potential coefficient) of some typical
transmission lines. The earth return effect is included. A new coefficient of un-
symmetry for the untransposed transmission line parameters is proposed. The wave
mode parameters as a function of the given coefficient of unsymmetry are deduced.

The balancing of the parameters of both transposed and untransposed lines is
applied. The percentage error in the calculated voltage at any point of the untran-
sposed line, if considered as transposed, is formulated.

INTRODUCTION

The study of electromagnetic transients is essential for the adequate
design and operation of power systems. The main difficulties con-
fronting the power system analyst in studies of untransposed trans-
mission lines are the establishment of models which are sufficiently
general to represent the power system components in an adequate
manner for any frequency1.

Models which assume constant parameters do not adequately
simulate the response of the actual line during transient conditions
and produce a magnification of the higher harmonics and wave dis-
tortion. Much effort has been devoted over the last several years to
the development of frequency-dependent line models for digital
computer transient simulations2.

Experimental studies of induced overvoltages on distribution lines
are comparatively rare, and few measurements have been obtained in
the absence of complicating factors such as surge arresters, trans-
formers and terminal equipments3.
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PROBLEM FORMULATION

In estimating the switching overvoltages that may be developed in
various elements of an electric network, extensive use of the most
successful method for computation using the traveling wave tech-
nique was made4.
A proper modelling for the calculations of transients in transposed

and untrasposed lines with frequency dependent parameters is re-
quired so that the method in5 is chosen. This important technique
is based on the modal analysis which decouples the line phases6.

It has been reported that these simplified methods lead to good
results only in the case of line energization, but are less accurate for
fault clearing and single phase reclosure due to the unsymmetry7.
Also, in the case of energization, the unsymmetry characteristics lead
to an error in the calculated values of voltage so that this error should
be evaluated. This problem appears more important with the EHV
and UHV long distance transmission lines.

THE MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

The matrix of line parameters [Z] such as inductance, resistance and
potential coefficient in phase coordinates can be expressed as8:

Zaa Zab Zac
[Zl Nab Zbb Zbc (1)

Zac Zbc Zcc

The self parameters Zaa Zbb and Zcc including the earth return
effect9 for different typical transmission lines 220 and 330 kV
which are shown in Fig. 1 are determined. The calculated maximum
percentage differences between the maximum and minimum self
parameters Zaa and Zcc for the resistance and inductance of these
lines are shown in Fig. 2.

It is shown that this percentage difference between the parameters
is frequency dependent. The evaluated maximum percentage dif-.
ference for line potential coefficient is listed in Table I.
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FIGURE The arrangement of phases of typical transmission lines. (a) 750 kV,
(b) 330 kV, (c) 330 kV, (d) 220 kV, (ei mirror effect D /DI2D23D31
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FIGURE 2 The calculated percentage difference between the parameters of the
typical transmission lines.
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TABLE

Geometry of phases a b c a ob ao ao
obo o o o o"

oc o
ob

Voltage class (kV) 750 330 330 220

Max. difference (%) zero 1.5 8.8 8.5

Refering to the middle phase, the computed maximum percentage
difference for the line paramaters will be decreased to its half value.
In this case, the limit of maximum difference for all parameters
(Fig. 2) in the frequency region (0-50 kHz) becomes 5.5%. Thus, the
scale for the curves that given in Fig. 2 may be halfed, except for the
curves 1 and 2 where their scale should be unchanged.

COEFFICIENT OF UNSYMMETRY

The unsymmetry of three phase transmission line may be measured
by the ratio of two mutual parameters. Thus, two coefficients of
unsymmetry Ka and K2 will be defined as the ratio of each of two
mutual parameters of the line. These coefficients can be written as:

Zab Zbc (2)
K1 Zac and K2 Zac

By inserting equation (2) with two unity coefficients of unsym-
metry (K1 K2 1), the matrix (1) will represent the case of
completely transposed transmission line. Taking only two equal
coefficients of unsymmetry (Ka K2), the matrix (1) becomes suit-
able for the transmission line arrangement of Fig. la.

The relation between the two coefficients of unsymmetry Ka and
K2 must be studied. These coefficients for inductance, resistance and
potential coefficient of typical transmission lines (Fig. 1) are obtained
and shown in Fig. 3. Both K1 and K2 are a function of frequency. For
resistance practically the two coefficients are nearly equal, while for
inductance the difference between them has its maximum at 50 kHz.

Since the capacitance of the line is taken as constant5, the cal-
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FIGURE 3 The frequency characteristics of coefficient of unsymmetry.
curve 1...for Fig. l(b)
curve 2... for Fig. l(a)
curves 3 and 4...for Fig. l(c)
curves 5 and 6...for Fig. l(d)
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culated coefficients of unsymmetry for the potential coefficients are
frequency independent as listed in Table II.

Calculations prove that the two coefficients are sufficiently close
each to another so only one coefficient of unsymmetry K can be
considered.

The wave mode parameters Qa,a,o in wave mode coordinates
(a,, o) for the transmission line phase parameters [Z] will be a
function of the proposed coefficient of unsymmetry K as shown in
Fig. 4, and their values may be evaluated by1:
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TABLE II

Geometry of Phases a b c a ob ao aO
ob obo o o o o"

0 0

Voltage class (kV) 750 330 330 220

Ka 1.47 1.63

K2 1.42 1.52

Q,,#,o Y,,#,o + Zbb (3)

where Ya,a,o is the wave mode term, as shown in Fig. 4, from which
the wave mode parameters Qa,,o can be formulated as:

Q, Zbb -}- Zac (1.198 0.198 K)

Q# Zbb -t- Zac (1.01 0.01 K) (4)

Qo Zbb -t- Zac (0.66 + 1.34 K)

Equations (4) are satisfactory for both transposed and untrans-
posed transmission lines. Thus, the parameters of the fl-wave mode

2 4 6

FIGURE 4 The wave mode terms of y.
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are the same for both the transposed and untransposed transmission
line, since the term containing the coefficient K is very small.

The parameters in the a-wave mode at K 7 are equal to self
parameters in the phase coordinates, as the velocity of wave
propagation is the light velocity.

For large values of the self parameters in phase coordinates, the
difference between the parmeters in the two wave modes a and/3
will be zero. This difference also must be zero at Zbb > Y. The
difference between the parameters of both the completely transposed
and the untransposed transmission lines becomes zero in the two
wave modes a and fl, while in the zero wave mode8 they will not be
equal.

THE BALANCE OF THE PARAMETERS FOR TRANSPOSED
AND UNTRANSPOSED LINES

Since the coefficient of unsymmetry K is varying for line inductance,
the study of the parameter balancing is very important. A.general
form for the mutual parameters of the transposed line8 can be
expressed as (Fig. le):

Zab-" Zbc Zac 2 10-41n (D(I + 3d2/D2)
d-/ /

H/Km (5)

Using equation (5) the proposed coefficient of unsymmetry K may
be approximately formulated as;

1K
(ln2 ] (6)

1-
kinD/d]

This coefficient of unsymmetry K for different values of the ratio
(D/d) is computed as shown in Fig. 5. The large values of the ratio
(D/d) means a small spacing between phases compared with the
phase height above ground which can be considered as the case for
the low voltage transmission line. In contrast, the small values of this
ratio correspond to EHV and UHV overhead transmission lines.
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FIGURE 5 The coefficient of unsymmetry to distance ratio relation.

From Fig. 5, it is clear that the coefficient of unsymmetry K can be
considered as the measurement for the line insulationlevel. Its value
tends to infinity, theoretically, at (D/d) 2. Also this coefficient K
can be not more than 7 as concluded above.

TRANSIENT CALCULATIONS IN TRANSPOSED AND
UNTRANSPOSED LINES

Previously the untransposed transmission lines were treated as
transposed to simplify the problem of transient computations in these
lines11. This approach was suitable when the UHV and EHV trans-
mission lines were not applied to the field of electric power networks.

Presently, long distance EHV and UHV have appeared in use and
so they cannot be practically transposed. The coefficient of unsym-
metry for such lines must be increased, and the assumption that the
untransposed transmission lines are transposed with not be valied.
The study of the difference between the value of the calculated
voltage at any point x on an untransposed line and that of its
equivalent transposed is of interest.

The method of choice of transient computation is based on modal
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analysis1, since it is suitable for both transposed and untransposed
transmission lines.

The measurement of the difference between the two evaluated
overvoltages in both transposed and untransposed lines is the major
purpose of the study. Also the computed insulation level of the
untransposed line may be deviated from the actual values if there is a
large difference between the calculated values for both lines. This
difference, AV(x,p) for single pole switching between the two
computed voltages of the switched phase Va(x, p) at point x of the
untransposed line of length L and that of its equivalent transposed
Va(X, p), when the sending voltage E(p) is applied, can be derived in
the final form asia:

AV(x, p) Va(x p) V(x, p)

E(p) ( cosh s, (L x)
2(A + B) A

coshs L

A / B cosh s (L x) cosh st (L x)
+ 2B3 cosh s L cosh st L

2 (A + B)
cosh s (L x) cosh So (L x)

cosh sL + A cosh So L

A + B coshs, (L- x)
3 cosh s, L (7)

where A and B are the coefficients of the transformation matrix of
the transmission line parameters8. The propagation constants of the
untransposed and transposed lines are sa,,o and sa,,o in the wave
modes (a,,o), respectively and P is the Laplace operator.

From equation (7) it is seen that the calculated difference between
the voltages of untransposed and transposed lines is a function of the
line length L, the distance x (at which the voltage must be estimated)
and the time t.
As the fl-wave mode is the same for the parameters of both

transposed and untransposed transmission lines, equation (7) can be
simplified as"
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AV(x, p) Va(x p) Va(X, p)

E(p) ( cosh sa (L x)
2(A + B) A

coshsaL

A + B cosh s# (L x) 2 (2B A)
cosh s (L x)

3 cosh s L + cosh s L

A coshso (L- x) A + B coshs, (L- x),+ (8)cosh So L 3 cosh s, L /

Using equation (8) the percentage error in the evaluated voltage at
any point x is computed. The results are tailored first with respect
to frequency (0, 40, 50, 60 Hz) for 500 kV of lengths 500, 800 and
1200 km as shown in Fig. 6 and second for a transmission line 500 km,
500 kV at 60 HZ as a function of time as shown in Fig. 7.

The effect of the line length is also studied and the results of
calculations are shown in Fig. 8 at zero, 40, 50 and 60 Hz for different
lengths.

From the above results it is concluded that the percentage error of
the evaluated voltage greatly increases with the line length (Fig. 6 and

ERROR

fer 1200 km

for 800 km

for 500 km

0,0

0 20 40 60 FREQUENCY, Hz

FIGURE 6 The calculated maximum percentage error in the receiving end voltage of
a typical 500 kV transmission line with different lengths as a function of frequency.
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FIGURE 7 The determined percentage error in the voltage at receiving end of a
500 km, 500 kV transmission line operating at 60 Hz.
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FIGURE 8 The calculated maximum percentage error in the value of terminal
voltage for some lengths of a typical 500 kV line.
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8) so that the long distance untransposed transmission line must be
considered as untransposed. The calculations prove that the zero
wave mode resistance of the line reduces the percentage error in the
computed voltage. As this percentage error is a function of time, its
value greatly decreases for steady state operations while it is
maximum for transient duration (Fig. 7).

CONCLUSIONS

The maximum deviation in the values of the transmission line para-
meters in phase coordinates does not exceed 5.5% and the line may
be suggested as horizontal type so that only one coefficient of un-
symmetry can be proposed for long distance transmission line.

The parameters of the untransposed transmission line in the
-wave mode are the same as for transposed. The transmission line
parameters in the a-wave mode for large coefficients of unsymmetry
equal to the phase parameters as the velocity of a-wave propagation
is the light velocity.

The percentage error in the computed voltage of an untransposed
transmission line is a function of line length, the point at which the
voltage should be evaluated, frequency and the time.

The long distance untransposed EHV and UH\ must be not
considered as transposed for transient calculations. These lines may
be considered transposed only for steady state operations.
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